An outstanding challenge with the Integrated Information Theory of Consciousness (IIT) is to find a way of rapidly and accurately calculating integrated information from neural data. A number of measures of integrated information based on time series data have been proposed, but most measures require finding the "Minimum Information Partition" of a network, which is computationally expensive and not practical for real brain data. Here, we introduce a novel partition, the Maximum Modularity Partition, across which to quickly calculate integrated information. We also introduce a novel detection task on simulated data to evaluate the performance of integrated information measures across different partitions. We show that integrated information can be reliably and quickly calculated across the Maximum Modularity Partition, as well as the previously proposed atomic partition, even in relatively large networks, which constitutes an advance in researchers' ability to empirically test the predictions of IIT in real brain data.
Introduction
Giulio Tononi's Integrated Information Theory of consciousness (IIT) assumes that the thalamocortical system can generate conscious experience because of the way it processes information. Specifically, the theory claims that the thalamocortical system integrates information as a system over and above its parts, and that the amount of integrated information in a brain's thalamocortical system (or some significant part of it) should track that brain's level of consciousness [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Despite the attention that IIT has garnered from a wide variety of disciplines (e.g. [5] and [6] ), little has been done to test the validity of the theory in real brain data.
Tononi's original measure of integrated information [1] has been impossible to apply to real brain data because it requires systematic perturbation of every node in a network. Tononi's more recent framework [4] is also practically infeasible for real brains, because it requires knowing the transition probability matrix of an entire neural network, which is impossible to determine in real neural systems.
These limitations have inspired several alternative measures of integrated information, which can in principle be computed from time series data [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . But these measures are also limited. While they do not require systematic perturbation of a system or knowledge of complete network functional architecture − and are therefore an improvement on Tononi's measures in terms of realworld applicability − they are still prohibitively slow to compute in actual brains. This is because, as with Tononi's measures, each of these alternative measures requires finding the "minimum information partition" (MIP) of a system. The MIP is the network partition across which there is the least information flow. One of the intuitions of IIT is that information flow across the MIP should track how much information a system integrates or has the capacity to integrate, because it tells you how much information a system generates over and above how much information is generated by its subsystems, which are delineated by the most informative decomposition (i.e. the MIP) of the system. There are two major problems with using the MIP as the partition across which to evaluate integrated information: 1) The computation time required for finding the MIP grows super-exponentially with system size [11] , such that it is infeasible to find the MIP for anything but very, very small artificial networks, and 2) Conceivably, the partition across which there is the least information flow might be a single node isolated from the remainder of the system, which likely does not reflect how information is actually integrated in the brain. One alternative to finding the MIP is to find the minimum information bipartition (MIB) of a system, which is the bipartition across which there is the least information flow in a network ( Figure 1B) . If the MIB splits a system into two equal-sized halves, then, unlike the MIP, it does not run the risk of isolating one or a few nodes from the remainder of a system. The MIB is also faster to compute than the MIP, although the time it takes to find the MIB also grows exponentially with larger systems. As such, finding the MIB is impractical for real brains. Although Tegmark [11] has recently proposed a graph-theoretic approach to quickly approximate the MIB based on network structure, there are still conceptual issues with computing integrated information across the MIB: it is not clear a priori whether the MIB is a meaningful way to decompose a neural network because it is unlikely that functional subnetworks divide the brain exactly in half.
We propose an alternative network partition acrosss which to calculate integrated information, which is based on the graph-theoretic notion of modularity and bypasses the computational expense of finding the MIP and the artificiality of using the MIB. The modularity of a network quantifies the extent to which that network can be broken up into relatively discrete "modules," which are defined as densely interconnected communities of nodes. Many real-world networks have been found to follow a modular architecture, including yeast transcriptional networks [12] and metabolic networks [13] . The human brain also follows a broadly modular organization in its anatomy [14] , [15] , its patterns of gene expression [16] , [17] , [18] , and its functional architecture [15] , [19] , [20] , [21] . In particular, functional modules in the human brain are thought to represent relatively isolated subnetworks across which information is integrated [22] , [21] . Decomposing a neural network into its "Maximum Modularity Partition" (MMP) ( Figure 1C ) is therefore more congruent with what is known about information flow in the brain than is calculating integrated information across the MIB, because it is reflects the underlying functional architecture of neural networks. The MMP has the further advantage over the MIP and the MIB in being extremely quick to find [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] .
Another fast alternative for partitioning networks is the "atomic" partition, which has been proposed previously [10] . The atomic partition treats every node in a network as its own part; in other words, it is the complete partition of a network, such that no node is clustered together with any other node in a community or module ( Figure 1D ). While using the atomic partition is a fast alternative to using the MIP or MIB, local information processing in the brain is likely to be instantiated in communities of nodes rather than in single nodes (depending of course on what is being considered a "node"), but we leave the atomic partition as an open option for fast empirical measurements of integrated information.
Although evaluating integrated information across the MMP or the atomic partition is promising in terms of practicality, it remains unclear in practice whether using these alternative partitions yield results as, more, or less accurate than calculating integrated information across the MIB, which, thus far, has been the primary alternative to the MIP [1] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [28] , [29] , [30] .
In this study, we compare three alternative network partitions: the MIB, the MMP, and the atomic partition. To do so, we introduce a novel detection task to address the practical applicability of computing integrated information across different partitions. For reference, we also test a measure of network integration that is not evaluated across any partition. Our task simply tests whether a given measure across a given partition can identify when a network has been structurally bipartitioned. Any good measure of integrated information, across whatever partition, should at least pass this test. Gray ovals delineate the partition across which integrated information is evaluated. A) An example of a small network. In order to calculate the integrated information in this network, most measures require splitting the network into some partition and seeing how much more information the whole network carries than the sum of its parts. B) The "minimum information bipartition" (MIB) of the network. The MIB is the bipartition across which there is the least information flow. Finding the MIB requires trying every possible bipartition of a network, a process whose computation time increases exponentially with bigger networks, and which may not accurately reflect how information actually flows in the brain. C) The "Maximum Modularity Partition" (MMP). The MMP splits a network into modules. The definition of a module is that its nodes are more densely connected to each other than they are to nodes outside the module. The brain follows a broadly modular architecture in its anatomy, function, and patterns of gene expression, and so the MMP has the advantage over other partitions in being congruent with what is known about large-scale information flow in the brain. The MMP can also be quickly computed using any of a number of highly optimized algorithms. D) The "atomic partition." The atomic partition treats every node as its own part.
Methods

Measures of Integrated Information
There exist a variety of proposed measures of integrated information from time series data. For a thorough review of the current "landscape" of integrated information measures, see [11] . While some measures seem more attractive than others for a priori reasons, to our knowledge there have not yet been empirical tests of those measures' quality. Here, we test three previously proposed measures of integrated information from time series data: Causal Density, which is not strictly speaking a measure of integrated information but which has been shown to behave similarly to measures of integrated information [7] , [8] , Φ * [10] , and Φ AR [9] . While we could have chosen any of a variety of previously proposed measures, we picked these three because they are representative of a wide range of assumptions and approaches, as explained in greater detail below. In this section, we outline the basics of each of these three measures. For a more thorough mathematical explanation of the measures, see the Supplementary Materials S1.1.
Measure of Integrated Information: Φ
AR
Barrett and Seth [9] have proposed several measures of integrated information based on time series data. One of those measures, Φ AR , is particularly attractive because, unlike other informationtheoretic measures, it does not require obtaining empirical covariance matrices and can therefore easily be applied to non-Gaussian data. Φ AR is therefore worth investigating because neural time series often do not follow a Gaussian distribution: spike data tend to be Poisson-distributed [31] , and both EEG [32] and BOLD fMRI data [33] , [34] tend to be non-Gaussian. Φ AR uses simple linear regression to estimate how much more predictive the present of a system is of its past as compared to how predictive its parts are of their own past. An intuitive way to conceptualize Φ AR is as follows:
, where "partition" refers to how the system is being decomposed into parts, and "Info" is a nonShannon measure of how informative a system is about itself over time. In other words, Φ AR quantifies the difference between how informative a system is about itself and the sum of how informative its parts are about themselves. See the Supplementary Materials S1.1 or Barrett and Seth [9] for a more formal explanation of Φ AR .
Under Gaussian conditions, Φ
is interpretable in terms of traditional Shannon information because it is based on differential entropy. Unfortunately, differential entropy can be negative. The consequence, as pointed out in [10] and [11] , is that under Gaussian conditions, Φ AR can be negative. This is problematic, because integrated information cannot be negative [10] , [11] . Under non-Gaussian conditions, Φ AR can still be negative, and its terms also deviate from classical differential entropy. Therefore, under non-Gaussian conditions, Φ AR and is no longer interpretable in terms of traditional Shannon information. That said, Barrett and Seth [9] convincingly argue that even under non-Gaussian conditions Φ AR is a meaningful measure of integrated information, because it still quantifies how informative a system is about itself relative to its parts.
Measure of Integrated Information: Φ * Oizumi et al [10] propose a novel measure of integrated information which is upper bounded by the maximum information in a system and lower bounded by zero, and which therefore does not violate the assumptions that are violated by Φ
. This new measure, Φ * , is based on the informationtheoretic notion of mismatched decoding [35] :
where t is the present of the system, t − τ is the past of the system, I is the mutual information between the past and present of the intact system, and I * partition is the "hypothetical" mutual information for mismatched decoding between the past and present of the system. For more details on calculating I and I * partition , see the Supplementary Materials S1.1. Φ * tracks the degree to which the past of a whole system is predictive of its present over and above the degree to which the past of its parts are predictive of their own present. Therefore, like Φ AR , Φ * is a way of measuring how much more information there is in the whole of a system than there is in the sum of its parts, except that the temporal directionality of the information is reversed.
Because Φ * is lower-bounded by 0, it is more theoretically sound than Φ AR as a measure of integrated information. That said, the analytic computation of Φ * requires that the data under consideration be Gaussian, which is an important limitation to consider when applying Φ * to real neural data.
Causal Density
Seth et al [7] propose a measure of "causal density" (CD), which tracks the average strength of pairwise causal interactions in a network. Causal density leverages an econometric measure known as Granger causality F [36] , which measures the extent to which the past of a variable X predicts the future of variable Y over and above the degree to which the past of Y predicts its own future. In this sense, Granger causality is an attempt to track the extent to which X is predictively causal of Y .
Seth et al [7] define CD as the average pairwise Granger causality F between every node in an n-node network:
(For details on how Granger causality F is calculated, see the Supplementary Materials S1.1). Although CD is not in the strict sense a measure of integrated information, it behaves much like integrated information measures in the sense that it is low when a network is either highly integrated (meaning it has little information) or when a network is highly differentiated (meaning it has little integration) [7] . CD is compared to Φ AR and Φ * because, unlike these measures, it is not evaluated across a network partition. That said, like many proposed measures, CD assumes that the underlying time series data is Gaussian.
The MMP: A Novel Partition for Calculating Integrated Information
As mentioned in the introduction, thus far the most common partition across which to calculate integrated information has been the minimum information bipartition (MIB) ( Figure 2B ) [1] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [28] , [29] , [30] . As others have pointed out, the MIB can be prohibitively slow to compute, and so a previous attempt to speed up the calculation of integrated information focused on quickly identifying the MIB [11] . Little attention has been paid to alternative partitions, with the exception of Oizumi et al [10] , in which the atomic partition was used a fast alternative to the MIB ( Figure 2D ).
Here, we introduce the maximum modularity partition (MMP) as a novel partition across which to calculate integrated information ( Figure 2C ). While the MMP has been studied extensively in network neuroscience (e.g. [15] , [19] , [20] , [21] ), it has not yet been studied in the context of Integrated Information Theory. We propose that calculating integrated information across the most modular decomposition of a neural network is a highly promising approach, in light of previous work that has shown information to flow across relatively discrete modules in the brain [22] , [21] .
There are a number of ways of finding the MMP of a network. We utilized the Louvain Method for detecting communities in graphs, which is a "greedy optimization" method and which seems to run on O(nlogn) time [25] .
To find the maximum modularity partition (MMP), we first obtain an adjacency matrix from time series data. Specifically, we take the autocorrelation of the time series and binarize the resulting correlation matrix at a given threshold [37] . In this study, this threshold was set at statistical significance at an alpha of 0.05 and being in the upper half of the distribution of the absolute values of correlation coefficients. The resulting binary adjacency matrix is thought to reflect the functional connectivity of the network from which the time series data were obtained.
The adjacency matrix is then fed into the Louvain Algorithm, which iterates through different network partitions to maximize network modularity Q:
, where A ij is the adjacency between nodes i and j, k i and k j are the sums of the adjacencies involving i and j, respectively, c i and c j are the modules to which nodes i and j have been assigned, respectively, m = The Louvain Algorithm for maximizing network modularity alternates between two steps. First, the algorithm optimizes modularity Q locally to find small communities in a network. Then, the algorithm constructs a new network, where each node corresponds to a module detected in the first step. In this new network, connections within modules detected in the first step are represented by a self-loop, and connections across modules detected in the first step are represented by cross-node connections, the weights of which are the sum of the weights of the edges connecting the modules detected in the first step. The Louvain Algorithm then optimizes modularity Q for this new highlevel network to find larger-scale communities, and then iterates back to the first step to re-optimize modularity locally. This process is repeated until the algorithm finds the MMP for the entire graph. For details, see [25] . 
Testing the Performance Of Integrated Information Measures
Simulating Time Series Data Using a Vector Autoregressive Process
To test the performance of the integrated information measures, we first generated multivariate time series data from 15 12-node random networks using a vector autoregressive process with Gaussian noise (see Supplementary Materials S1.2 for details). We repeated this process such that for each of our 15 networks we had 20 "runs" of time series data.
We wanted to test whether the integrated information measures could detect that a network had been artificially cut (Figure 2 ). For every intact network that was used to generate time series data, we also introduced every possible cut that splits the network into two equally sized subnetworks. Using the same vector autoregressive process that was used to generate time series data from the intact networks, we generated 20 runs of time series data for every possible cut for all 15 networks. Because there are 462 possible ways of splitting a 12-node network exactly in half ( 12 6 /2 = 462), this gave us 9,240 "cut" time series for each network (i.e. 20 runs for each of 462 cuts).
Cut Detection Task
If a given measure of integrated information can detect that information is integrated in a network, then it should also detect a lack thereof in a cut network. To test that prediction, we computed all seven integrated information measures -CD, Φ * Figure 3 : Schematic of our detection task. A) For every intact network, we generated 20 runs of multivariate Gaussian time series data. We then severed the network in half, and again generated 20 runs of multivariate Gaussian time series data. Each integrated information measure was calculated for each multivariate time series. B) To assess whether the integrated information measures reliably gave higher values for the intact network than for the cut network, we performed right-tailed t-tests to compare the integrated information values from the intact and cut networks. Because there are 462 ways to split a 12-node network in half ( 12 6 /2 = 462), we did this 462 times, once for each cut. The "accuracy" of a measure on a given network was calculated as the percentage of pFDR-corrected p-values that were less than 0.05.
For a given network and a given measure, the above calculations gave us 20 values when the network was intact and 20 estimates of integrated information for each of 462 cuts of that network. To assess whether integrated information was reliably higher in the network when it was intact, we performed a right-tailed two-sample t-test to see if the 20 integrated information values from an intact network were significantly higher than the 20 integrated information values from a given cut of that network (Figure 3) . For a single network, this was done for all 462 cuts, resulting in 462 p-values. We then corrected for multiple comparisons (since for a given network, data from each cut were compared to the same intact network) using the positive false discovery rate (pFDR) method [38] . The "accuracy" of a given integrated information measure for that network was then calculated as the percentage of pFDR-corrected p-values that were less than 0.05. We performed the above "accuracy" test for every integrated information measure for each of our 15 networks, yielding 15 accuracy scores for each measure.
Results
Detection Performance
Our detection task yielded one accuracy value for each measure, for each network. Each measure's mean accuracy is plotted in Figure 5 . MIB to be significantly more accurate than Φ * MMP (V=112, p<0.001), and Φ * atom to be significantly more accurate than Φ * MMP (V=110, p=0.001). There were no other significant differences in detection task accuracy.
We next looked for variables that could predict detection test accuracy. Of the variables tested, baseline integrated-ness (i.e., how integrated a measure said a network was when it was intact) was the only reliable predictor of a measure's performance on the detection task (see Table S1 for details). The relationship between baseline integrated-ness and detection task accuracy can be seen clearly in the slope of the data plotted in Figure 6 .
To further test the relationship between "baseline" integrated information (i.e. integrated information in an intact network) and performance on our detection task, we generated time series data from 100 new 12-node random networks, both intact and cut, following the same procedure as in the previous analysis (see Supplementary Materials S1.2). For these 100 new networks, we only tested Φ AR and Φ * across the MMP and atomic partitions (and not the MIB) to save on computation time (Figure 7) . The relationship between baseline integrated-ness and detection task accuracy held, and, for each measure, seems to asymptote at 100% accuracy for more integrated networks (Figure 7 ). 
Computational Speed
Reliability is not the only criterion for choosing which integrated information measure to apply to actual neural data. Leaving aside the a priori assumptions of the measures, another important consideration is the time it takes to compute these measures on reasonably sized neural networks. The average computation time for each integrated information measure in the previous analysis is plotted in Figure 8 .
To test how network size affects the computation time for these measures, we simulated time series data from networks of varying sizes, following the same vector autoregressive process as in the previous analyses. For each network size, we simulated five networks to get a measure of variance in computation time for a given network size. While the computation time for CD seems to increase exponentially with larger networks (Figure 9 
Correlations Between Measures
Finally, we wanted to see how well integrated information measures across different network partitions track each other. If different measures produce similar values across different networks, then a measure's reliability, computation speed, and underlying a priori assumptions should be the primary decision criteria when considering which measure to use on real neural data. On the other hand, if the measures do not produce similar results across different networks, then it becomes less clear how to pick a measure to use on real neural data. CD Accuracy (%) Figure 6 : Although Causal Density is on average the most accurate measure, the other integrated information measures reliably detect cuts in networks that are more integrated to begin with. In each figure, the dots represent individual random 12-node networks. To compare different measures of integrated information to each other, we computed the mean of each measure across 20 runs of time series data generated from all of our intact networks. For the 15 networks plotted in Figures 5 and 6 , we were able to compute the mean value of all seven integrated information measures. For the 100 networks plotted in Figure 7 , we only computed the five fast integrated information measures: CD, Φ (Table 1 ) and between the five fast measures in the 100 networks plotted in Figure 7 ( Table  2) . We found that although the correlations were weaker when we only considered 15 networks, strong correlations emerged between all measures across 100 networks. We found that across the 15 networks for which we calculated every integrated information measure, the only correlations that were significant (after FDR correction) were between Φ * MMP and Φ Table 1) . Across 100 networks, however, all five of the fast measures of integrated information were significantly correlated with one another (Table 2) .
Discussion
In this study, we introduced a partition that has been studied extensively in network neuroscience, atom , plotted on a logarithmic scale. The number of edges in each network was scaled proportionately to the size of the network, such that there were four times the number of edges as there were nodes. Error bars indicate s.e.m. across the five networks simulated for a given network size. Note that computation time for CD rapidly increases in relation to network size, whereas Φ AR and Φ * across both the MMP and the atomic partition remain fast even at larger network sizes.
We found that in a detection task that tested whether a measure could detect a structural bipartition of a network, CD outperformed the measures of integrated information. While CD was on average more accurate than the other measures tested, the measures of integrated information could reliably detect cuts in more integrated networks than they could in less integrated networks (Figures 6 and  7) . Although this pattern held for both Φ * and Φ AR across all three partitions tested -the MIB, the MMP, and the atomic partition -the choice of partition did significantly affect the two measures' average accuracy: Φ AR performed significantly better on average across the MMP and the atomic partition than it did across the MIB, and Φ * performed significantly better across the MIB and the atomic partition than across the MMP ( Figure 5 ).
It is worth pointing out that our detection task gave a natural advantage to the MIB over the MMP and the atomic partition, because it assessed how well the measures could detect a structural bipartition of a network. As such, it is surprising that, on average, Φ AR could more reliably detect a bipartition when evaluated across the MMP or atomic partition than across the MIB, and that Φ * could detect a bipartition as reliably when calculated across the atomic partition as it could when evaluated across the MIB.
We also found that when evaluated on larger networks, Φ * and Φ AR across either the MMP or atomic partition computed in under five seconds, while the computation time for CD rapidly increased in proportion to network size ( Figure 9 ). Finally, we found that although only a few of the measures correlated with each other significantly across the 15 networks plotted in Figure 6 Table 2) .
Taken together, these results have several implications for how to calculate integrated information from time series data in practice. Although CD was the most accurate measure and also correlated with the other measures, it has several drawbacks: CD can only be applied to Gaussian data, it is not strictly speaking a measure of integrated information, and its computation time increases rapidly with larger networks. That said, if Gaussianity can be assumed, then CD is a worthwhile measure to consider.
If a researcher wants to use a measure of integrated information in the stricter sense (i.e., assess information in a system that is greater than in the sum of the parts), then Φ * is the best measure to apply if Gaussianity can be assumed, since it is more theoretically sound than Φ AR . Specifically, as in [10] , Φ AR produced negative values in this study (Figures 6 and 7) . This is not a surprise, because Φ AR is based on differential entropy, which is known to suffer from the possibility of being negative. As [10] and [11] point out, integrated information cannot be negative, and as such Φ AR violates a key assumption. Because we showed that Φ * is highly correlated with Φ AR (Tables 1 and  2 ), performs as well as Φ AR on our detection task ( Figures 5, 6 , and 7), and is essentially as fast to compute as Φ AR across the MMP and atomic partition (Figures 8, 9 , and 10), we recommend calculating Φ * across the MMP or atomic partition when Gaussianity can be assumed or when data can be transformed into a normal distribution.
That said, normality cannot always be assumed, nor can neural data always be transformed into a normal distribution. This is the case, for example, with spike-timing data [31] . For such data, Φ AR may be a useful measure of integrated information because, unlike Φ * , it does not require calculating empirical covariance matrices, which, for accurate estimation in non-Gaussian variables, may require more data than is practical to obtain.
To our knowledge, the MMP has not been considered in the context of Integrated Information Theory before. We showed that calculating integrated information across the MMP or the atomic partition, which was used in [10] , has the clear advantage over the MIB in being generally as accurate and much faster to compute. Although we do not have empirical evidence to assess the merits of the MMP over the atomic partition, it is worth reiterating that the MMP is more in line with what is known about large-scale information flow in the brain: the brain follows a broadly modular architecture in both its anatomy [14] , [15] and functional connectivity [15] , [19] , [20] , [21] , and information in the brain seems to be integrated across relatively discrete functional modules [22] , [21] . For these reasons, evaluating integrated information across the MMP is more congruent with what previous work has shown regarding large-scale information flow in the brain than is evaluating integrated information across the atomic partition.
Because calculating integrated information across the MMP or the atomic partition is orders of magnitude faster than calculating integrated information across the MIB -without loss of accuracy for more integrated networks -evaluating integrated information across either of these two partitions represents a significant step forward in the aim of calculating integrated information in real brains. 
where α is a vector of constants, A is the regression matrix, and E is the prediction error. Barrett and Seth utilize the fact that for any variables X and Y , even when not Gaussian,
In other words, the covariance matrix of the prediction errors from the linear regression is equivalent to the partial covariance of X given Y .
With this equivalence in hand, Barrett and Seth introduce a measure of integrated information, based on the intuition that integrated information should be the information in the whole of a system that is greater than the sum of its parts.
To calculated integrated information, Barrett and Seth begin with the following linear regressions:
where X is the whole system, M k is a sub-system of X, t is the present, and t − τ is the past. In Eq. S3, the past of X is regressed on its present, and in Eq. S4, the past of a sub-system M k of X is regressed on its own present. The prediction errors in these regressions are then used to calculate "effective information" across n sub-systems of X, relying on the equivalence in Equation S2:
When evaluated across the MIB, the n in Equation S5 is 2. When evaluated across the MMP, n is the number of modules that the Lovain Algorithm (or another modularity optimization algorithm) picks out as giving the MMP of the network. When evaluated across the atomic partition, n is the number of nodes in the network.
ϕ AR is then used to calculate integrated information. When evaluated across either the MMP or the atomic partition, integrated information for some system X, across a partition P , and over a given time-lag τ is calculated as:
where the normalizaiton factor L for some partition P is:
When evaluated across the MIB, integrated information for some system X over a given time-lag τ is calculated as:
In other words, to calculate Φ AR MIB , evaluate ϕ AR normalized by L(P ) across every bipartition. The lowest value that this produces is Φ AR MIB .
Φ *
Oizumi et al [10] calculate integrated information as
where t is the present of the system, t − τ is the past of the system, I is the mutual information between the past and present of the intact system, and I * is the mutual information between the past and present of the system when it is partitioned.
Formally, I is calculated as:
and I * is calculated as:
β is the value that maximizes I * (X t−τ ; X τ ), and can be calculated by differentiating I * (X t−τ ; X τ ) and solving the equation dI * (β)/dβ = 0 using gradient descent. p(X t |X t−τ ) is the "true" conditional distribution between the past and present states of a system, and q(X t |X t−τ ) is the "partitioned" or "mismatched" probability distribution between the past and present state of the system. The mismatched probability distribution will depend on the partition used. (For more details, see [10] ).
Causal Density
Seth et al (2006) define Causal Density (CD) as the average pairwise Granger causality between every node in a network.
A common framework for calculating Granger causality is based on linear autoregression. First, a variable X is regressed on p lags of itself, conditioned on r lags of variable Z:
Then, X is regressed on p lags of itself, but conditioned both on r lags of Z and on q lags of the predictor variable Y :
For the above regressions, p, q, and r can be selected using the Akaike or Bayesian information criterion [41] .
The Granger causality from Y to X conditioned on Z is then calculated by comparing the residual variances in the two autoregression models:
It is worthwhile to note that for Gaussian variables, there exists a linear relationship between Granger causality and transfer entropy [42] , such that
which implies that in Gaussian data, there is a direct relationship between Granger causality and information flow.
CD in a system X with n nodes is then calculated as:
S1.2 Generating Multivariate Gaussian Time Series Data
To test whether measures of integrated information could detect cuts in a network, we first created 15 random 12-node networks with 50 edges using the Erdős-Rényi model [43] . To generate time series data from our graphs, we first transformed each binary adjacency matrix into a three-dimensional weighted adjacency matrix with a spectral radius of 0.9. We did this by first creating two matrices with random numbers where there was a 1 in the original adjacency matrix, concatenating the two matrices into a three-dimensional matrix, and then using the var specrad function of the MVGC Multivariate Granger Causality Toolbox [44] to "decay" the coefficients in the three-dimensional adjacency matrix such that its spectral radius was 0.9. This process is important for ensuring that activity in the simulated time series does not "explode" into high values.
Using the var to tsdata function from the MVGC Multivariate Granger Causality Toolbox [44] , the decayed three-dimensional adjacency matrix was then used to generate a multivariate time series with 3000 time-points and a model order of 2 (the model order of the time series is fixed by the fact that the size of the adjacency matrix along the third dimension is 2).
S1.3 Confirming that Time Series Data Are Multivariate Gaussian
A sample multivariate time series is shown in Figure 4 . To test whether the time series data in our analyses were in fact multivariate Gaussian -which is a necessary assumption for computing both CD and Φ * -we applied Royston's Multivariate Normality Test [45] to each time series. Before correcting for multiple comparisons, Royston's test failed to reject the null hypothesis of non-normality at an alpha of 0.05 for every time series from the intact networks (suggesting that they were in fact Gaussian), but did reject the null hypothesis of non-normality for 49,714 out of 184,800 (26.9%) of the time series from cut networks. After correcting for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method [46] , however, no time series from either the intact or cut networks passed the threshold of p=0.05, suggesting that all the multivariate time series used in our analyses were Gaussian. Data from two nodes in one multivariate time series are plotted as a bivariate histogram in Figure S1 to give a visual of the normality of the data. 
S1.4 Network Baseline Integrated-ness Predicts Detection Task Accuracy
Because of the large range of detection task accuracies across networks (Figures 6 and 7) , we wanted to know whether there were any network properties that could predict how reliably our measures could detect when a network has been cut. We tested the relationship between detection task accuracy and five network properties: global clustering coefficient, modularity, global efficiency, transitivity, and how integrated a network was at baseline (i.e. its amount of integrated information before being cut). Only baseline integratedness predicted detection task performance (Table S1) . 
